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Nuclear
Missiles and Stability

Cruise

George N. Lewisa and Theodore A. PoStolb
Long-range nuclear-armed cruise missiles are highly accurate and are capable of
reaching most targets within the United States and the Commonwealthof Independent States (CIS) from launch points beyond their borders. Neither the United States
nor the CIS has air surveillance systemscapableof providing reliable warning against
cruise missiles. Thus it is possible that a small-scalecruise missile attack could go
entirely undetected until the nuclear weapons arrived over their targets. Such an
attack could destroy the other country's entire strategic bomberforce on the ground
and severelydamageits strategic commandand control system,perhapsto the point of
endangering the ability of its ICBM force to be launched on warning. This capability
makes long-range nuclear cruise missiles potentially one of the most destabilizing of
all nuclear weapons.

INTRODUCTION
Long-range nuclear-armed cruise missiles. are widely perceived as stabilizing
additions to the US and CIS nuclear arsenals, This perception arises primarily from their relatively low speed, which is viewed as making them unsuitable for use in a first-strike
nuclear attack. However, this simple
characterization

neglects more troubling aspects of these weapons. Cruise

missiles are already the most accurate of all strategic nuclear missiles. More
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* We will generally omit the words "long-range nuclear-armed- from in front of
"cruise missiles,- Unless otherwise stated, all subsequentreferencesto cruise missiles
should be understoodto meanlong-rangenuclear-armedcruise missiles,
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important, neither the United States nor the CIS has air surveillance systems
capable of reliably detecting cruise missiles. This raises the possibility that
cruise missiles could be used in a zero-warning nuclear attack. Viewed from
this perspective, cruise missiles may be among the most destabilizing of all
nuclear weapons.
Despite the end of the Cold War, both the United States and the CIS continue to maintain large strategic nuclear arsenals, key parts of which are ultimately dependent on tactical warning for their survivability.

Systems for

providing such warning take many years to construct, and efforts to improvise
warning capabilities if relations deteriorate or if a crisis arises could result in
dangerous false alarms. As long as both countries continue to rely on strategic
nuclear forces that are dependent on warning for survivability they should not
neglect the health of their warning capabilities.
This paper considers the threat to stability posed by cruise missiles. It
begins with a discussion of relevant technical characteristics of cruise missiles. Next we assess the capabilities of the US air surveillance system and
conclude that it is not capable of providing reliable warning of small-scale
cruise missile attacks.* Given these warning deficiencies, the ways cruise missiles might be used in zero-warning nuclear surprise attacks are discussed
and the resulting threat to stability is assessed. Possible responses to the
threat to stability posed by cruise missiles will be considered in a subsequent
paper.!

CRUISEMISSILECHARACTERISTICS
So far only the United States and the CIS have deployed long-range cruise

,

missil~s2 (these deployments are summarized in table 1). All of these airlaunched cruise missiles (ALCMs) and sea-launched cruise missiles (SLCMs)
are nuclear armed and intended for land-attack missions, except for the US
Tomahawk, which also has land- and ship-attack variants with conventional
warheads, and a number of US ALCM-Bs which have been converted into conventionalland-attack

missiles.3 In addition, except for the not yet deployed

* Becauseof a lack of information on CIS systems,the technical analyses in this
paper will focus on US systems.
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Table 1: Long-range nuclear cruise missileso
Missile

Type

Range (km)

IOCb

Numbe~

US
ALCM-B

ALCM

2,500

1981

1,715

Tomahawk
ACM

SLCM
ALCM

2,500
3,800-4,500?d

1984
1991

337
-

CIS
AS-15

ALCM

3 ,(xx)

1984

hundreds

SS-N-21
AS-X-19

SLCM
ALCM

3,(XX)
3,(XX)?

1988
?

100?
-

SS-NX-24

SLCM

3,(xx)?

?

-

a.
The INF trea1y resulted In the elimination of three types of US or Soviet Ionl;j-range ground-launched
cruise missiles
(respectively similar to the Tomohawk SlCM. the 5S-N-21. and 5S-NX-24) that were either under devek)pment or had been
deployed.
b.

IOC Is Initial operational capability.

c
AJllong-range nuclear SLCMs hove been withdrawn from ships and placed In storage as a result of the Bush and Gorbachev arms initiatives of September and October 1991.
d.
The range of the ACM b from Thomas K Longstreth and Richard A. Scribner. "Vertficatlon of Umlts on AX-Jounched
Cruise Missiles: In Frank von Hippel and Roald Z. SogdOOV. eds. Reversing /he Arms Race: How To Achieve and \.9rlfy Deep
Reductions in the Nuclear Arsenals (New York: Gordon and Breach. 1m). pp.181-235.

Soviet high-flying

supersonic AS-X-19 and SS-NX-24, all these missiles are

designed for subsonic, low-altitude flight. The US SLCMs have been deployed
both on surface ships and attack submarines; so far the CIS SS-N-21 has been
deployed only on attack submarines.4 President Bush's nuclear arms initiative~
of 27 September 1991 and the response by then President Gorbachev ~ave
':

l'
:

'1

resulted in the withdrawal

of all nuclear SLCMs to on-shore storage SIteS,

although these weapons "would be available if necessary in a future crisis."SF'."'~
The
characteristics
of with~n
cruise missiles
which
must
ity. to
attack
targets deep
the U~ited
States
or determine
the C~S aretheir
theircapabilrange,[W!~
guIdance, and radar cross sectIon. We dISCUSS
each of these In turn.
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Table 2: Estimated maximum straight-line ranges (in kilometers)for several speeds
and at several constant altitudes for a nuclear Tomahawk cruise missileo
Altitude
kilometers

Sea level

3.05 kilometers

6.10 kilometers

V= Mach 0.55

3,330

3,890

4,000

V= Mach 0.65

3,020

3,860

4,490

V= Mach 0.75

2,650

3,580

4,550

V = Vbestb

3,400

3,920

4,600

a.
Some Insight into t~e variations of range with speed and altitude shown in ~ table can be gained by looking at flgure
3 of appendix A. which shows the optimum missile speed (for best range) as a function of altitude and missile fuel weight For
example. flgure A-3 of appendix A shows thot the optimum speed at sea level varies between about Mach number M = 0.45
and M = 0.61. Thus If the missile Is constrained to fly at a constant speed. M = 055 win give a greater ronge thon either M =
0.65 or 0.75. At an altitude of 6.1 kilometers. however. M = 0.75 win give the best range. as over most of the missile flight the
optimum speed Is above M = 0 7.
b.

The ranges in the line" V= Vbest" are calculated

using an optmlzed speed that varies with the missile weight

Range
Table 1 lists the official US figures for the ranges of US and CIS cruise missiles: 2,500 kilometers for the US ALCM-B and Tomahawk and 3,000 kilometers for the CIS AS-15 and SS-N-2I.6 However, at least for the US missiles,
this figure is an "operational" range that takes into account factors such as
maneuvers around defended areas, course deviations to overfly predesignated
terrain in order to update inertial guidance systems, vertical maneuvers to
avoid obstacles, reserve fuel requirements, flight at higher than optimal
speeds through defended areas, and low-altitude flight.7 Thus, the extent to
which these range figures represent either the relative or absolute range capabilities of these missiles is unclear.
We have constructed a simple model of the flight characteristics of the
!

Tomahawk cruise missile and have used this to estimate its range under various flight conditions. Some results are listed in table 2 (the calculations and
assumptions underlying these estimates are described in appendix A). Table 2
lists straight-line ranges. at three altitudes for three constant speeds and for
* By "straight-line range" we meanthe distanceflown along a great-circle path without any coursedeviations or altitude changes.
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an optimized speedthat varies as the missile's fuel is consumed.8
A reasonable assumption in determining operational range is that the
entire flight will be flown at low altitude. This suggeststhat the 3,400 kilometer estimate in table 2 is the relevant straight-line range. To obtain the stated
operational range, this must then be reducedby about 26 percent.9The lesson
of table 2 is that the range of a cruise missile is strongly dependenton its mission flight profile. The 2,500 kilometer operationalrange of the nuclear Tomahawk does not mean that it cannot strike targets at ranges of 3,000 or 3,500
kilometers; conversely,if the 3,000 kilometer range of the CIS cruise missiles
is actually a maximum range, this doesnot necessarilyimply that they could
strike a target at a range of 2,500kilometers under all operationalconditions.
In order to illustrate the significanceof suchranges, figures 1 and 2 show
the coverage of the United States and the CIS that can be provided by sealaunched SLCMs with an operational range of 3,000 kilometers. As figure 1
illustrates, essentially the entire United Statescould be coveredby cruise missiles launched from two or three submarines. It is often argued that the
United States is more vulnerable to SLCMs than the CIS because a far
greater proportion of its assets are located near coasts.However, while this
may be true for short-range cruise missiles, figure 2 illustrates that most of
the CIS is also vulnerable given current US cruise missile ranges. Indeed,
even before the breakup of the SovietUnion, the CIS may have beenconsiderably more vulnerable, given the US lead in long-range SLCM deployments
and US advantagesin submarine and antisubmarine warfare technologies.A
similar situation holds for ALCMs, where CIS bombers must fly over or near
US allies in order to reachthe United States.
Substantial increases in cruise missile range appear to be possible (see
appendix A). Without increasing missile volume, which will often be constrained by factors such as launcher dimensions,range increasesof up to 50
percent for a Tomahawk-like cruise missile appearfeasible, and increasesof a
factor of two may ultimately be possible.Suchincreasesin range would allow
the launch of cruise missiles from much greater standoff ranges.10This is particularly significant since, at present, the best hope of detecting a cruise missile attack may be the detection of the launch platform or the actual missile
launch.
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Figure 1: Coverage

of the US by 3,CXXJkilometer

range

SLCMs.

Guidance
-,
-'-a

The US Tomahawk and ALCM-B navigate using an inertial guidance system
assisted by a terrain contour matching (TERCOM) system, 11This allows them
to achieve a virtually

,

range-independent accuracy of 60-80 meters or less,

I

comparable to or better than any other strategic weapon.I2 Together with
their 5 to 150 kiloton variable-yield W80 warheads, this accuracy is sufficient

I

to destroy even highly hardened targets.I3

I

The TERCOM system requires that cruise missiles overfly areas that have
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Figure 2: Coverage

of the CIS by 3,(XX) kilometer

range

SLCMs.

been previously mapped. In addition, since these missiles do not have a forward-looking terrain avoidance system, low-altitude flight must be made over
.carefully
.I

pre surveyed paths. This approach to guidance hinders operational
flexibility and makes mission planning a painstaking and time consuming
task.14 On the other hand, it allows these missiles to fly extremely lowl5 and
to maneuver around areas of known defenses, thereby making them much
more difficult to detect and intercept. It is believed that the CIS AS-15 and SSN-21 cruise missiles employ a similar guidance mechanism. The guidance
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mechanism used by the US Advanced Cruise Missile (ACM) has not been publicly disclosed; however, it has been reported that the ACM is twice as accurate
as theALCM-B.16
Advances in guidance technology may remove or reduce some of the limitations of current cruise missile guidance systems. The use of navigation signals from US Global Positioning System (GPS) or CIS GLONASS satellites
could free cruise missiles from many of the limitations imposed by TERCOM
guidance and provide better accuracy than TERCOM alone. The recent conversion of US nuclear ALCM-Bs

into conventional land-attack

missiles

involved replacing their TERCOM guidance systems with one using GPS signals.17 Current plans call for incorporating GPS receivers into conventional
land-attack Tomahawks; however, the possible jamming of GPS signals and
the uncertain survivability of satellites in a strategic conflict argues against
relying on GPS for nuclear cruise missiles. Thus, strategic cruise missiles are
likely to continue to rely on map-based or scene-matching guidance systems,
although new types of sensors may be used to improve accuracy, reduce spurious emissions, and reduce vulnerability to jamming. IS Furthermore, if a low
flight altitude is to be maintained, it will still be necessary to fly presurveyed
flight paths or to install a forward-looking terrain avoidance system (which
could make the missile more vulnerable to detection).
Radar Cross Section
Much of the difficulty of detecting cruise missiles arises from their intrinsically small radar cross sections (RCS). The conventional wisdom is that the
RCS of a cruise missile such as the US ALCM-B or Tomahawk is about 0.1
m2.19 For comparison, the RCS of a small jet airplane would be roughly 10 or
20 times greater.20 This 0.1 m2 figure appears to be roughly correct for orientations near nose-on and for frequencies above about 1 gigahertz (where many
-'
.eral

I-

:

surveillance and air defense radars operate); however, while useful as a genguideline, it can be misleading if misapplied. In particular, care must be
taken in applying this figure to lower frequencies. Figure 3 shows a simple
estimate of the RCS of a Tomahawk-like cruise missile in the 5 to 30 megahertz frequency range used by over-the-horizon (OTH) radars. The RCS can be
seen to vary by more than three orders of magnitude over this relatively narrow frequency range. The rapid RCS falloff, to below 0.01 m2 at the low end of
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Figure 3: Radar cross sections (RCS) used in evaluating
the performance
of the OTH-B system.
The cruise missile RCS is based on scaling figure 24.4 of Headrick (J.M. Headrick, "HF Over-the
Horizon Radar", in Merrill I. Skolnik, ed., Radar Handbook,
2nd edition (New York: McGraw-Hili,
1990), pp.24.1-24.43),
which gives the RCS of an oblong conducting
rod of length 11 meters
and width of 1 meter, and on unpublished
calculations
by Sally K. Ride, which model the
SLCM body as a prolate spheroid following the procedures
outlined in chapters
4 and 5 of
George T. Ruck, Donald E. Barrick, William D. Stuart, and Clarence
K. Krichbaum,
Radar Cross
Handbook,
Volume 1 (New York: Plenum Press, 1970). The cruise missile RCS assumes
that the radar looks down on the cruise missile from an angle of 300 above the horizon (the
actual angle will generally be less than this, which will slightly reduce the RCS).
The bomber curve is taken from Fenster and represents a four-engine
jet aircraft averaged over the front aspect quadrant
and all polarizations.
W. Fenster, "The Application,
Design, and Performance
of Over-the-Horizon
Radars," lEE International
Conference
Radar77 (London: Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1977) pp.36-40.
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this frequency range, occurs as a result of the missile entering the Rayleigh
scattering regime, where the radar wavelength (60 meters at 5 megahertz)is
much greater than the missile length. As we shall see, this has a significant
impact on the effectivenessof OTH radars against cruise missiles.
The RCS of cruise missiles such as the Tomahawk or AS-15 is already
lower than that of most piloted aircraft, with the possible exceptionof aircraft
designed explicitly for stealth. Future cruise missiles are likely to have a
reduced RCS as an important design criterion. This is already the case with
the Advanced Cruise Missile. Such stealthy cruise missiles will provide an
even greater challengeto air surveillance systems.

CURRENTCRUISEMISSILEWARNING CAPABIUTIES
The US has long deployedsystemsintended to provide warning of bomberand
ballistic missile attack. Thesesystems,in particular those for ballistic missile
warning, have proven to be highly reliable and effective.However,cruise missiles provide a fundamentally different, and in many ways more difficult,

~\

warning problem.
Cruise missiles are small, have a small radar crosssection,and do not produce much heat or sound; that is, they are intrinsically stealthy. Future cruise
missiles are likely to have significantly lower detection signatures. By flying
low and maneuvering, cruise missiles can use terrain features for concealment, for limiting the detection ranges of ground-based sensors, and for
exploiting gaps in warning or defensesystems. In most cases, detection will
have to be accomplishedagainst a background of surfaceclutter. Furthermore,
cruise missiles lack distinctive characteristics that would allow them to be
easily distinguished from the many civilian aircraft which fly into and overthe
US every day. Even if detected,it is not possibleto determine a cruise missile's
target with certainty or whether it is conventional-or nuclear-armed. Submarine-launched SLCMs currently posethe greatest detectionand warning challenge, since they can belaunched from unknown locations by covert launchers
and can approachfrom virtually any direction.
As of the mid 1980s,the United States, together with Canada, its partner
in continental air defenseactivities, had little capability to detect cruise missiles penetrating North American airspace.The primary air surveillance sys-

-
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tems at that time were the remnants of a once extensive system of northerly
ground-basedradars and the Joint Surveillance System (JSS), a system of
ground-basedradars around the perimeter of the United States that was
jointly controlled by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Air
Force. Both of these systemshad numerouslow-altitude coveragegaps.
In the 1980s, the United States and Canada began deploying a new air
surveillance system.The cornerstoneof this systemwas to have beena 12 sector, $2.6 billion, over-the-horizonbackscatter (OTH-B) radar system.The proposedcoverageof this systemis shown in figure 4. OTH radars "bounce"radar
energy off the ionosphereand thereby circumvent limitations imposed by the
earth's curvature. This enables them to detect targets at ranges of up to
roughly 3,300 kilometers. The performanceof OTH radars is critically dependent on the state of the ionosphere,which varies with the season,time of day,
and level of solar activity. Furthermore, because OTH radars cannot look
towards the magnetic poles due to auroral ionospheric disturbances, a new
line of ground-basedradars is being constructedto coverthe northern gap in
OTH coverage.This system, which replaces the old Distant Early Warning
line, is known as the North Warning System(NWS)and its planned high-altitude coverageis also shown in figure 4 (its low-altitude coverageis briefly dis-

--,
;
1

cussedbelow).21
The full US OTH-B system, together with the NWS, would have provided
completecoverage of the air approachesto North America against bombersized targets. However, it now appears unlikely that the OTH-B system will
ever be completed. Only the six sectorslocated on the east and west coasts
have been completed; construction on the other six sectorshas been stopped
and is unlikely to resume.22This leaves large gaps in OTH-B coverage,not
only looking south, but also close-inoff both the eastand west coasts.Furthermore, as a result of the declining threat posed by the CIS and reductions in
the US defensebudget combinedwith the OTH-B system'sproblems detecting
cruise missiles (discussedbelow), the already completed east and west coast
sites have either been deactivated or reduced to running on only a part-time
basis.23
However, even if the US OTH-B system were completed as planned it
would not provide a reliable warning capability against small-scalecruise missile attacks. The OTH-B systemwas originally intended for detectionof Soviet
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Figure4: Radar coverage of the planned US 12sector OTH-Bsystem.Sectors shown with
dashes were planned but have not been built. Also shown (circles) isthe high-altitude coverage of the 15 long-range FPs-117radars of the North Warning System.The high-altitude coverage of the FPS-117
radars of an Alaskan radar systemknown as SEEKIGLOO isalso shown.

bombers and it would be effective against such targets. With the unexpectedly
rapid emergence of the Soviet cruise missile threat, the US Air Force con'"

ducted tests in 1988 using modified Firebee drones to simulate cruise missiles.
Initially,

these tests were reported to indicate that the OTH-B system had

some capability to detect cruise missiles, and plans were made to deploy the
west coast OTH-B sectors with lengthened receive antennas in order to
improve performance against cruise missiles.24 However, the US Air Force
subsequently dropped cruise missile detection as a goal for the OTH-B system,
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citing the large costs of the improvements that would be required to give it
such a capability.25

,
:
1

OTH-B's difficulties in detecting cruise missiles arise primarily from the
missiles' small sizes.While a cruise missile can, at certain combinations of orientation, polarization, and frequency,have an RCS approaching or exceeding
that of an airplane, under most circumstances it will be much smaller. As
illustrated in figure 3 and discussedin appendix B, the short cruise missile
length results in a very small radar cross sectionin the lower part of the OTHB's frequency range. As a result, at night, when OTH operation is often
restricted to the lower end of its frequencyrange, the cruise missile RCS may
becometoo small for the OTH-B system to detect. Figure 5 shows the results
of a simple estimate of the OTH-B system'sperformance;26it shows the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of range for the month of October for both a
bomber-sizedtarget and for a Tomahawk-likecruise missile. This figure, along
with the more detailed discussion in appendix B, suggests that while the
OTH-B systemis capable of detecting cruise missiles at certain times, it may
have little or no capability against them at night.
The North Warning Systemmay also bevulnerable to undetectedpenetration by low-flying cruise missiles. While a definitive assessmentof the NWS's
capability against low-altitude targets requires a detailed knowledge of the
radars' siting and the geography,the number of radar sites appears to be
insufficient to prevent low-altitude coveragegaps.27This is consistent with
statements by military officials concerningthe NWS.28However, it is important to note that the presenceof low-altitude coveragegaps doesnot necessarily mean that these gaps can be exploited by cruise missiles. Such gaps are9
likely to occur in areas of rough terrain, where cruise missiles may need to fly
at higher than normal altitudes. On the other hand, any cruise missiles that
were detectedwould be in view for only a few minutes and the system could
therefore provide little if any tracking data for assessingthe nature of an
attack. Current plans call for the NWS to be backed up by the deployment of
airborne warning and control system (AWACS)aircraft to bases in northern
Canada in a crisis.
There are other sensorsthat could contribute to a cruise missile warning
system. The Joint Surveillance System currently provides nearly complete
coverageof the US perimeter at altitudes above10,000feet, and plans call for
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the JSS radars to be upgraded to increase their capabilities against low RCS
targets.29The US Air Force operates 34 E-3 AWACS radar aircraft; these
togetherwith US Air Force interceptor aircraft could playa crucial role by providing an attack confirmation and target identification capability. However,
the number of AWACS aircraft is far too small to maintain a continuous surveillance perimeter around the United States,even if these airplanes were not
neededfor other purposes.3DThe recent surge of interest in intercepting drug
smuggling aircraft has also resulted in a growing network of radars deployed
aboardairplanes and aerostats(tethered balloons)alongthe southernUS border.31 The US Navy's network of acoustic underwater sensors and other
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities could playa very important role
both by tracking CIS submarinesand by detectingthe launches of SLCMs (by
detectingthe underwater ignition of their rocket boosters).Indeed, these ASW
capabilities appear to be the United States' most effective warning capability
against SLCMs at present. However, they cannot provide warning against
ALCMs, and their capability to keeppacewith the quieting of CIS submarines
and with quieter methods of launching SLCMs is uncertain.32
Overall, current and likely near-term US air surveillance systems appear
to have little capability to provide reliable warning of cruise missile attacks. It
is unlikely that the CIS has any greater capabilities against US cruise missiles. Furthermore, existing capabilities on both sides will degrade if longerrange, stealthy cruise missiles are deployed.

CRUISEMISSilES AS SURPRISE
ATTACKWEAPONS
The inability of the United States and the CIS to reliably detect cruise missiles in flight raises the possibility that a small-scale cruise missile attack
could go entirely undetected, thereby creating an entirely new threat of zerowarning nuclear surprise attack. The primary concernis not that cruise missiles would be used directly in large-scalecounterforce attacks, such as an
attack on ICBM silos, but that they might be used in a small-scale"leadingedge" or "precursor" attack on a set of critical targets immediately in advance
of a full-scale attack by ballistic missiles.33Sucha leading-edgeattack would
be directed against key targets that rely on or could exploit the short amount
of warning time that would be available in a ballistic missile attack. The most
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important suchtargets are strategic bomberbasesand key coma
trol facilities.
The few minutes of warning available in an attack by ballistic missiles on
standard trajectories are in principle enoughto allow most or all of a US or
former Soviet bomber force that is on alert to escape.However, as a result of
President Bush's recent arms initiatives, US strategic bombers are no longer
kept on alert (Soviet bombers were already on a nonalert status), although
this change could be quickly reversed if international tensions increased.
Thus, at present, both US and CIS strategic bombers are vulnerable to any
form of nuclear attack for which only tactical warning is obtained. However,if
international tensions rise to the point that such an attack becomesconceivable, someof the bomberforce would almost certainly be restored to alert sta-

tus.

~
r,

,

i

I

,

Bombersand airbasesare soft targets, and in a zero-warning attack a single nuclear explosionwould likely destroy all of the bombers at a given airbase. At present, the US strategic nuclear bomberforce is deployedat only 13
bases and it appears that CIS strategic bombers are deployed at only four
bases.34At least for US, this figure is unlikely to increase and will probably
decreaseas B-52Gs are retired and replaced by less numerous B-2s. Thus an
attack by 13 cruise missiles (or 26 if two are assignedto eachtarget) against a
nondispersedUS bomber force potentially could destroy the entire bomber
force on the ground.35As few as four to eight weaponscould be required for an
attack on the nondispersedbomberforce of the CIS.
The other important set of potential leading-edgeattack targets are key
strategic command and control facilities, such as major command centers,
strategic communicationsfacilities, strip-alert aircraft (such as airborne command posts and launch control centers), ballistic missile early-warning
radars, and satellite ground stations for early-warning satellites. The precise
number of targets that might be attacked, as well as the effects of such an
attack, are intrinsically much more difficult, to determine th~n in the cas~of
an attack on the bomber force. However, m an attack against the UnIted
States, the most critical targets appear to be the relatively small number of
major commandcenters36and basesof strip-alert aircraft.37Assuming double
targeting, an attack by 30 to 40 cruise missiles would be required to destroy
these targets. Even against a nonalerted commandsystem, an attacker could

-
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not be certain that all critical commandcenters would be destroyed,because
certain targets, such as the Looking Glass aircraft (if airborne) and mobile
ground commandcenters (if dispersed),could not be targeted, and there may
be critical command arrangements or facilities of which the attacker is not
aware. Nevertheless,such an attack could disrupt the responseof the US strategic command and control system, perhaps to the point of endangeringthe
launch on warning or attack of the US ICBM force. Even a considerably
smaller attack limited to a few of these key targets could potentially be very
disruptive. Very little detailed information is available on the CIS command
and control system, but it is not unreasonableto assumethat a similar number of weapons would have an equally disruptive effect in an attack on the
strategic commandand control system of the CIS.
Thus in a peacetime"bolt out of the blue" situation, of order 15 to 30 cruise
missiles could destroythe entire US or CIS bomberforce on the ground or disrupt the workings of US or CIS commandsystemssufficiently to endangerthe
prompt launch of their ICBM forces. Roughly 30 to 60 missiles would be
required to attack both sets of targets simultaneously,potentially threatening
the prompt destruction of two out of the three legs of either country's strategic
triad. Such an attack could be launched from as few as three submarines or
three to six bombers.
The feasibility, plausibility, and effectivenessof a cruise missile surprise
attack must be kept in perspective.Even a completely successfulcruise missile surprise attack could not prevent retaliation, because, at least for the
United States, severalthousand warheadswould be at sea on ballistic missile
submarines. The CIS keeps a smaller fraction of its ballistic missile submarine force at sea on a routine basis, but it is likely that at least several hundred CIS warheadswould be at sea.
In addition, the leading-edgeattack works most effectively in the situation
.that
is least plausible-an attack without strategic warning. In the midst of a
severe crisis, or if there were a sharp deterioration in US-CIS relations, a
cruise missile surprise attack would becomemore difficult to mount and would
likely be much less effective.The strategic bomberforcescould be dispersedto
a larger number of bases,perhaps as many as 60-75,38not all of which might
be known to the attacker. This would, at a minimum, have the effect of
increasing the number of cruise missiles required, even if only a single missile
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were used against each base. While 60-75 cruise missiles could still be
launched by as few as three to four submarines or five to ten bombers, the
increased number of missiles and the greater diversity of flight paths required
would increase the probability that the attack would be detected.Nevertheless, as long as the locations of the dispersal bases were known the bomber
forceswould remain vulnerable.
While the survivability of an alerted bomber force might only be marginally increased, an alerted command and control system could be much more
difficult to cripple. In this situation, command authority is likely to be widely
dispersed; mobile and alternate command posts are likely to be fully staffed
and dispersed; and strip-alert aircraft could be placed on airborne alert. An
attack on the fixed commandposts might accomplishlittle in this situation.
Nevertheless, a cruise missile surprise attack might still be the most disruptive possible form of attack on the strategic commandand control system.The
ability of either country to launch their ICBM force under attack may be less
certain in this casethan in any other attack scenario.
On the other hand, an attack planner contemplating a cruise missile surprise attack would be confronted by the risk of premature detection or other
failure. The missile-launching submarines or bombers could be detectedmoving to their launch points. In the case of SLCMs, the launches themselves,
which must be conductedunder very tight time constraints, could be detected
either by a nearby ship, submarine, or aircraft, or in the caseof a CIS submarine, by the extensive network of US underwater acousticsensors.Even in the
absenceof an air surveillance systemcapableof reliably detecting cruise missiles, a few missiles might still be detected either in flight or as the result of
crashes. Such premature detections could give the intended target country
hours of warning in which to prepare or preempt.
There are also potentially seriouscommunicationsand commandand control difficulties associatedwith a cruise missile surprise attack, particularly
one using SLCMs. A submarine that has reachedits attack position undetected may be unable to report this information or cancelthe attack if it believes
it has been detected. SLCM-Iaunchingsubmarines must be forward deployed
(at least with present SLCM ranges)if they are to be able to coverthe entire
United States or the CIS. In the CIS case, such a forward deploymentwould
run counter to their long-standing tradition of maintaining tight command
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and control over their strategic nuclear submarines.39Maintaining a cruise
missile surprise attack capability on station at all times could also placea substantial burden on either country's attack submarine force. On the other hand,
surging a SLCM attack force into attack positions when a crisis appearsimminent might require severalweeks, by which time the crisis may already have
passedor escalated.
These considerations may lead attack planners to the conclusionthat a
leading-edge attack is either too problematic or too costly to developinto a
reliable capability for it to figure into their nuclear war plans. However, both
countries are likely to retain a substantial capability to launch a cruise missile
surprise attack, even if they are not currently interested in the further development of such a capability. Quieter submarines,longer-rangeand stealthier
ALCMs and SLCMs, and quieter means of launching SLCMs are all militarily
desirable for reasons other than launching a cruise missile surprise attack.
Moreover, before Bush's and Gorbachev'smutual unilateral withdrawal of
nuclear SLCMs from deployment,there was not necessarilya clear cut demarcation between different levels of threat, as the capability to launch a cruise
missile surprise attack could developgradually, without a major distinctive
leap in capability. For example,while the Soviet developmentand deployment
of a quiet, dedicatedSS-N-21guided-missilesubmarine and its deploymentoff
US shores would have poseda clear threat, it was difficult or impossible to
know if attack submarines patrolling off US coastswere armed with many torpedoesand a few cruise missiles, or vice versa (at least in the absenceof an
intrusive arms control verification regime). Furthermore, land-attack SLCMs
deployedto coverUS or Soviettargets for any reason,even for purely retaliatory purposes, may well be deployed in a manner similar to what would be
used for a surprise attack.40 While Bush's and Gorbachev'swithdrawal of
nuclear SLCMs to on-shorestoragewas therefore an important step in reducing the threat of a cruise missile surprise attack, it is far from a completesolution becausethe nuclear SLCMscouldbe redeployed,there is no verification of
their withdrawal, and nuclearALCMs remain deployed.~
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SHOULDTHESURPRISE
ATTACKCAPABILITIESOF CRUISEMISSILESBE A
CONCERN?
If, as we have argued, the surprise attack capabilities of cruise missiles posea
potentially very serious threat to stability, why has this problem received so
little attention? In part, this may be due to the widely held perception that
cruise missiles are stabilizing weaponsand to a lack of knowledge about deficiencies in air surveillance capabilities. However, at least in the US case,
another important factor is that the CIS cruise missile threat is of relatively
recent origin and has developedduring a period of improving US-CIS rela-

tions.

.,

An argument can be made that the United States and the CIS should simply continue to neglect this problem. A nuclear war betweenthese two countries seems nearly inconceivabletoday. Even if such a war were to occur, it
would almost certainly be precededby a period of deteriorating relations that
would provide an opportunity to take measuresto addressthe threat. Moreover,given all of the uncertainties involved in a cruise missile surprise attack,
it is far from clear that if either country decidedto launch a nuclear attack on
the other that this is the approachthey would choose.Thus, it could be argued
that, in the current situation, the best course of action is to simply ignore the
problem, particularly if solutions appearto be difficult or expensive.
However,delaying taking actionunless and until the US-CIS relationship
deteriorates is risky becausesucha changecould occurtoo quickly for an effective response.In such a situation, cruise missiles not only could posea direct
military threat, but could also lead to serious distortions of defensepolicy.
Given the right set of political and external circumstances,the cruise missile
surprise attack threat could easily becomeanother "window of vulnerability,"
only more severebecauseit affectstwo legs of the triad.
While it is unclear whether, evenin a seriouscrisis, either side would ever
attempt to use cruise missiles as surprise attack weapons,such an attack may
seem implausible only becausewe are conditioned to think in terms of very
rapid short-warning ballistic missile attacks. In sucha ballistic missile attack,
the attacked country seesthe attack coming, and the successof the attack
(measuredin nuclear forces destroyed)dependson whether the attacked country responds in time. In a cruise missile attack, successdepends on the
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attacked country not seeingthe attack coming. It is unclear, and undeterminable, which is the bigger gamble. However,it is clear that the likelihood of an
attacker attempting either type of counterforcesurprise attack is, at least to
somedegree,dependenton the vulnerability of the forces of each country and
the state of their warning systems. It is in the interest of both countries to
take whatever steps are possibleto forecloseeither type of surprise attack.
Another concernis that efforts that might bemade to improvise a warning
capability in a crisis could lead to dangerousfalse alarms. Even though a
large-scaleballistic missile launch is an unambiguousevent with a strong signature, and even though both countries have been operating ballistic missile
warning systems for many years, false alarms of ballistic missile attack
remain a concern.Such false alarms are easily resolved during periods of low
international tensions, but would be much more worrisome and dangerous
during a seriouscrisis.
Cruise missiles posea much more severefalse alarm problem. The detection of cruise missiles will inevitably have to be accomplishedagainst a clutter
background, and cruise missiles can easily be confusedwith a variety of military and civilian aircraft (and vice versa). Ideally, a cruise missile warning
system would undergo a long period of operation and debugging during a
period of low US-CIS tensions. Attempting to rapidly deploy and operate a
cruise missile warning system as a result of a deterioration in US-CIS relations could produce false alarms that could increase the risk of inadvertent
nuclear war.
Thus, even if cruise missile deploymentsare seen as relatively benign in
the current strategic environment, they could take on an altogether different
appearanceshould a serious crisis ever occurbetween the United States and
the CIS. In this situation, the surprise attack capability of nuclear SLCMs
could becomean extremely destabilizing factor. In addition, the capability of
.cruise
missiles to threaten the survivability of elements of their strategic
nuclear forces could hinder the efforts of the United States and the CIS to
achieve deep reductions in their strategic nuclear arsenals, as survivability
will becomeincreasingly important as force size is reduced.~
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CONCLUSION

1.

Despite their image as stabilizing weapons, cruise missiles are potentially
among the most destabilizing of all strategic nuclear weapons because neither
the United States nor the CIS has systems capable of providing reliable warning of small-scale cruise missile attacks. Fundamentally, nuclear deterrence
remains a cornerstone of the policy of both the United States and the CIS, and
their nuclear deterrents are built around a triad of nuclear forces, two of the
three legs of which rely on tactical warning for survivability. As long as they
continue to rely on nuclear deterrence built around such forces, they should
not neglect the warning systems on which their survivability

is dependent.

Because of the long lead times that might be involved in possible responses to
this problem, the time to do something about it is now, before a crisis or a deterioration in US-CIS relations occurs. Of course, the prospects for addressing
this problem depend on the cost and feasibility of potential solutions, which
we will consider in a subsequent paper.41
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long-range, intermediate-range, and medium-range bomber bases,as well as arctic
stagingbases,was 24. Barbara G. Levi, Frank N. von Hippel, and William H. Daugherty, "Civilian Casualties from 'Limited' Nuclear Attacks on the SovietUnion," International Security12,3, Winter 1987/88,pp.168-189.
In a severe crisis, part of the bomber forces conceivably could be put on airborne
alert, and these planes would essentially be immune from cruise missile attack.

39. David Holloway and CondoleezzaRice,"The Evolution of Soviet Forces,Strategy,
and Command," in Kurt Gottfried and Bruce Blair, eds., Crisis Stability and Nuclear
War (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988)p.144; Rose E. Gottemoeller,LandAttack Cruise Missiles, Adelphi Papers No. 226 (London: International Institute for
Strategic Studies, 1987/88)p.23.
40. Similarly, even though Soviet Yankeeballistic missile submarines are used to
patrol relatively close to US coastssimply becauseof the short range of their missiles,
they nonethelessraised concernaboutreduced-warningattacks.
41. GeorgeN. Lewis and TheodoreA. Postol,"PossibleResponses."
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Appendix A: The Range of a Tomahawk-like Cruise Missile
In this appendix the range of a Tomahawk-like cruise missile is estimated and the
potential for future range increases is evaluated. Table A-I lists some of the relevant
Thmahawk physical characteristics assumed in our calculations.
For level cruise flight, the range R of an aircraft is given by the Breguet equation: 1
YL
R = --In
cD

( -=
Wi )
Wf

--In
YCL
cCD

( Wi
-(A-I)
)
Wf

where:
Y = aircraft velocity
c = specific fuel consumption
L / D = lift-to-drag ratio
Wi = initial weight of aircraft
W f = final weight of aircraft
CL = aircraft coefficient of lift
CD = aircraft coefficient of drag.
Because L / D will vary as fuel is consumed, an average value of L / D must be used,
or the range computation must be broken into a series of constant L / D steps. Evaluating the range of a Tomahawk-like cruise missile thus requires a knowledge of its lift
and drag characteristics as well as its engine's fuel consumption. We consider each of
these in turn.

UtI and Drag Characteristics
The lift and drag generated by an aircraft can be written as:
L = PY~ LS ~f
2

and

D = Py2C DS ~f
2

(A-2)

where:
p = air density
Sref = a reference area (usually the wing area).

'\:

For level cruise flight, an aircraft's lift must be equal to its weight; thus for a given
aircraft altitude (which fixes p) and speed, the required value of CL can be calculated.
Estimating CD is more complex. For flight at speeds slow enough so that compressibility effects can be neglected, the drag coefficient can be written as:
CD = CDP +
where:

C~
e .AR.

(A-3)
Jt

CDP= parasite drag (the drag at zero lift)
e = airplane efficiency factor or Oswald efficiency factor; this is a correction
factor to account for the deviation of the aircraft wing from an ideal wing
AR = aspect ratio (ratio of wing span to mean chord); AR = 6 for the Thmahawk.
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Table A-1: Aerodynamic

characteristics

of the nuclear Tomahawko

Weight

1184 kilograms

Diameter

0.52 meters

Length

5.55 meters

Fuselage wetted area

9.12m2

Wingspan

2.59 meters

Wing mean chord

0.43 meters

Wind aspect ratio

6.0

Wing reference area

1.11 m2

Wing thickness/chord

0.082

Tall wetted area (all four fins)

0.84 m2

Tall thickness/chord

0.083

Fuel welghtb

513 kilograms

a
EC Rooney and RE. Craig. 'Development of Tecmques and Correlation of Results To Accurately Establish the UtI!
Drag Choraclerisllcs of an Air Breathing Missile from AnalytIcal Predlclja)s, Sub-Scale and FIA-Scoie WW)d Tumel Tests and
Flight Tests: In Performance Prediction Methods, AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 242 (Neuilty-Sur-Seine, France: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development, 1977), pp.16.1-1618; General Dynamics Company, 'Cruise Missile
Mass Properties Summary: GDC-AUR-89-Q52. March 1989.
b
The fuel weight estimate Is based on the OSSlXnptionIhoIthe conventionoly armed Tomahawk (BGM-IO9C) carries 272
kIIagroms «(XX)pounds) of usable fuel General Dynamics Compa"IY. A New DImension In Conventlord Airpower: MediumRange Air-to-Surface MlssHe. no date The weight discrepancy between the conventional and nuclear Tom~s
(1.293
kHogroms (2,849 pounds) conventional. 1,184 kilograms (2.tiJ7 pounds) nuclear) Is OSSlXned to be due to only ttvee factors:
warhead weight (4[i) kilogams (992 pounds) for conventIonal, 123 kHogroms (270 pounds) nuclear), guidance weight (95
kilograms (210 pounds) conventIonal, 45 kilograms (100 pounds) nuclear), and fuel weight. These weights are from Kosta T5Ipis, 'Cruise Missiles: Sclenffflc Americon 236. 2, February 1977,pp.20-29. This gives On oddllionol fuel weight of 268 kilograms
(591 pounds). Assuming 1hoI90 percent of Ihis ~ usable fuel (!he rest being unusable fuel, gas lonks, fubing, etc.), then the
usable fuel weighl for the nucleorTomahowk ot Is roughly 513 kilograms (1,130 pounds).
Tt'Ms~es lhe nuclear Tomahawk an empty to M fuel-load welghl ratio ot 0.57. For comparison, !he ratio for the AlCM81s 0.58 (John C Toomoy, "Tec~al
Characler1sllcs: In RIchard K. Bells, ed, Cruise MlssHes:Technology, Strategy, PoHtIcs
(Washington DC: 8rookings, 1981), pp.31-52.

This expression relating an aircraft's lift and drag coefficients is known as a drag
polar. The first term of CD is known as the parasite drag, and accounts for drag that
does not generate lift. For subsonic aircraft, most of this drag is due to skin friction and
can be estimated for each major aircraft component (such as the fuselage, wing, and
tail fins) and then summed.2 The second term in the expression for CD is known as the
"induced drag" or the "drag due to lift" and accounts for the drag produced as a result
of the lift generated by the wing (and also for other drag sources that varies as CL2).
The relatively simple geometric shape of the Tomahawk makes it possible to estimate these parameters following the procedures laid out in a number of aircraft design

textbooks.3We obtain
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CD = 0.034 + 0.071CL2

(A-4)

Figure A-I compares our drag polar result with a published drag polar for the
AGM-I09 cruise missile. The AGM-I09 was the air-launched version of the Thmahawk
that was the losing candidate in the flyofffor the US Air Force's ALCM-B program. It is
21 inches longer than the naval Thmahawk, but its lift. and drag characteristics reportedly are very similar.4 As figure A-I illustrates, our Thmahawk drag polar estimate is
similar to the AGM-I09 drag polar, except for a slightly greater parasite drag (thus our
model will produce a slightly lower range than would be obtained using the AGM-I09
drag polar), in the low CL regime in which our estimate is valid.5

The Tomahawk Engine and Specific Fuel Consumption
The Thmahawk engine is the Williams Research Corporation's F-I07-WR-400 turbofan,
which along with the very similar FI07-WR-I01, developed for the US Air Force's
ALCM-B, was derived from Williams' original small turbofan, the WR-19.6 The development of these engines has taken place via a series of improvements and upgrades
that is still ongoing. The F-I07-WR-I01 engine weighs 145 pounds and produces a
maximum thrust of 635 pounds at sea level.7
The key engine parameter for range is the specific fuel consumption (SFC). The
SFC is a measure of the amount of fuel the engine requires to produce a given amount
of thrust and is usually expressed in units of pounds of fuel consumed per hour per
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FigureA-l: Comparison of our estimated drag polar for a Tomahawk with published curve for
the AGM-l09 cruise missile.The curve for the AGM-109 isfrom B.J. Kuchta, "Technology
Advances in Cruise Missiles,'AIAA Paper No. 81-0937,AIM 1981Annual Meeting and Technical Display-Frontiers of Achievement (Long Beach, California: 12-14 May 1981).
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pound of thrust (hr-l). Most discussions of the Tomahawk put its SFC at about 1.0
hr-l,8 although some estimates are as low as 0.7 hr-1.9 As we shall see, these numbers
are not necessarily inconsistent with each other.
Accordin~ to i~ manuf~cturer,. the FI07-VlR-101 engine has a s~a-l~velstatic SF~
of0.686 hr-1. 0 ThIS figure IS not dIrectly applIcable to a 'Ibmahawk In flIght because It
is a test stand value, with the engine at rest relative to the air around it. The specific
fuel consumption of a turbofan engine increases with velocity, with the effect being
more pronounced in engines with higher bypass ratios.11 In addition, there are also
losses associated with the installation of the engine into the airframe; however, these
losses are typically only a few percent for most aircraft. 12The SFC for the Tomahawk
engine under cruise flight conditions will therefore be greater than the static value; an
increase in SFC of about 30-40 percent, giving a sea level cruise value of about 0.9-1.0
hr-1, is a reasonable first approximation.
A better estimate of the variation of SFC with speed and altitude can be made by
performing an ideal cycle analysis of a Tomahawk-like engine.13 The resulting variation of SFC with Mach number for several different altitudes is shown in figure A-2.14
In estimating the range of a Tomahawk-like missile, we will use the data shown in figure A-2, increased by 3 percent to take installation losses into account.

Maximum

Range

We now have all of the information necessary to estimate the range of a Tomahawklike missile flying at a constant sEeed and altitude, and results of this calculation are
shown in table 2 of the main text. 5 However, maximum range is not obtained by flying
at a constant altitude and speed. From the Breguet equation, it is clear that an aircraft's range will be maximized if the quantity (V / c) .(L / D) is maximized.
In estimating maximum range, a standard assumption is that the variation in specific fuel consumption with speed is small and can be neglected in determining the optimum flight speed.16If this assumption is made, it is straightforward to show that the
maximum range is obtained when:17
CL = ~/Cop.tt.AR.e
--3

-.,
:

(A-5)

This result was used to produce figure A-3, which shows the optimal speed Vbestfor
best range for a nuclear Tomahawk as a function of the fraction of its fuel expended.18
Maximum range results obtained by using optimized velocities that vary with the missile weight are also included in table 2.
Several points should be borne in mind in considering these results. First, these
calculations neglect the variation of the specific fuel consumption with speed in determining the optimum speed; including this effect would decrease the optim~m speed
and slightly increase the maximum range. Second,the SFC of a turbofan engIne generally increases once its thrust is reduced below about 70 percent of maximum thrust.
This is not accounted for in these calculations,19 and would lead to a (probably small)
range decrease. Finally, to achieve the actual best range, one would vary the flight altitude as well as speed.

Increasing

the Range of a Tomahawk-like

Cruise Missile

The range of a Tomahawk-like missile is constrained by the volume of fuel it can
carry.20 Thus the most straightforward way to increase the range of such a missile is to
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increase its volume.21 However, in many cases, the size of the missile will be constrained by other considerations, such as fitting existing launchers. In this discussion,
will assume that range improvements are constrained by the requirement that they
do not result in an increase in missile volume.
Some of the factors that could increase cruise missile range are:
Lighter airframes (and other components)
New materials may allow the construction of much lighter airframes. To estimate the
potential range gain associated with such a weight reduction, we assume that the airframe weight of the Tomahawk is reduced by one third.22 In our aerodynamic model,
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than those shown here.
this gives a range gain at sea level of 100 kilometers (an increase of 3.3 percent) at a
constant speed of Mach 0.65, and a gain of 330 kilometers (an increase of 9.7 percent,
giving a straight-line range of 3,730 kilometers) if the missile speed is optimized for
best range. Thus a range gain of 10 percent or more appears possible if the missile airframe or other components can be lightened significantly, and greater increases could
be possible if these changes allow the missile's fuel volume to be increased.23

I mprouedAerodynamics
Range could be increased by improved aerodynamic design; for example, by using
wings that produce greater lift, thereby improving the lift-to-drag ratio and allowing
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flight at lower speeds.24One proposal for a new Tomahawk wing would have increased
its lift without increasing the wing size, thereby producing a 5-10 percent range
increase.25

GuidanceImprovements
Improvements in guidancetechnology can improve the operational range of a Tomahawk-like cruise missile by reducing the degree to which it needs to deviate from a
straight-line course in order to use terrain maps. Improvementsin the TERCOM system or the developmentof new sensorsfor other types of terrain mapguidancesystems
could reducethe need for suchcoursedeviations by allowing more types of terrain to be
used for maps. Use of GPS satellite guidance could completely eliminate guidancedriven coursedeviations:26however,due to its reliance on potentially vulnerable satellites, the use ofGPS is unlikely to completelyreplace terrain-mapping, at least in strategic nuclear cruise missiles. The United States is planning to add GPS receivers to
Block III conventionally armed land-attack Tomahawks; however,GPS will supplement rather than replace the current guidancesystem. The US Navy has stated that
the use of GPS on conventionalTomahawkswill increase their standoff range by up to
20 percent.27
Stealth Thchnology
The application of stealth technologyto cruise missiles could potentially improve their
operational range in at least two ways. First, by reducing the need for them to maneuver around defended areas, and second,by allowing them to fly a greater portion of
their missions at high altitudes. Whether either approach will actually be useful in
practice depends not only on the effectivenessof the stealth techniques,but on the
level of sophisticationof the sensorsand defensesof the target country.
On the other hand, a requirement to add stealth features to a cruise missile could
actually decreaseits range by adding weight, by decreasingthe volume available for
fuel (due to shaping requirements or the need for thick radar absorbingmaterials), or
by requiring a less-than-idealaerodynamicdesign.

-~
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Improved Fuels
Since Tomahawkrange is constrained by the volume of fuel it can carry, it is advantageous to use high-density fuels.28The Tomahawk fuel is RJ-4 (also known as THDimer).29This fuel is 13 percent denserand has a 12 percent higher heating value per
unit volume than the Navy's standard JP-5 fuel. The use ofRJ-4 instead of JP-5 is said
to have gained the Tomahawk200 kilometers (125 miles) in range,30and more exotic
fuels were said to have been capableof giving a 645 kilometer (400 mile) advantage
overJP-5 but were rejectedas being too dangerousif spilled.31There are a number of
liquid fuels, such as RJ-5 (also known as Shelldyne-H), that are known to have higher
energy densities than RJ-4(RJ-5has a heating value 15 percentgreaterthan RJ-4and
29 percent greater than JP-5).32There has also been interest in fuels consisting of
boron or carbon suspendedas a slurry in a high-energybase fuel, which could potentially produce very large improvementsin energy density.33However,in the last few
years interest appearsto have shifted away from improved fuels and towards improved
engine designsas a meansof increasingcruise missile ranges.34
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~
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Engine Improvements
Improved engine SFC is potentially the most important sourceof cruise missile range
increases.Incremental improvementsto the Tomahawkengine have already occurred,
and a planned upgrade to conventional land-attack Tomahawk cruise missiles will
include an upgraded engine (the FI07-WR-402)that decreasesspecific fuel consumption by 3 percentand increasesmaximum thrust by 19 percent.35
New engine designs may be able to produce much larger reductions in SFC. One
study of advancedturbofan engines(bypassratio = 3) and super high bypassratio turbofans (bypassratio = 10) for cruise missiles concludedthat they could reduce SFC to
below 0.8 and 0.7 respectively at Mach 0.65 and sea level.36A study of cruise missile
enginesbased on technologiesexpectedto be mature by the year 2000concludedthat
an advancedturbofan could producea 38 percentimprovement in fuel efficiency.37
In recent years, propfan engines have increasingl~ been viewed as a potential
means for obtaining much greatercruise missile ranges. 8Propfans ultimately may be
capableof producing improvementsin SFC of up to 50 percent,39which could double
cruise missile range.
It is clear that advancedsmall enginescould greatly increasecruise missile range.
How great of an increase will be possibleis likely to dependon the degreeto which the
difficult problems (such as designing folding propfan blades) involved in packaging
these engines into a small diameter cruise missile body can be solved,the degree to
which these solutions are compatible with radar cross section requirements,and the
degree to which range improvements are consideredto justify the cost involved in
developingand building suchengines.

Conclusions on Cruise Missile Range
In recent years, interest in the United States appears to have centered primarily on
producing a conventionally armed cruise missile with roughly twice the range of the
current conventionalTomahawk.4O
Giventhe magnitude of the possibleimprovements
discussedabove,this appearsto be feasible,although it might be difficult to achievein
a next generationmissile.
Although current interest may be in conventionallyarmed missiles,the technology
developedfor suchmissiles is very likely to find its way into future nuclear cruise missiles. A 50 percent increase over current nuclear cruise missile ranges could produce
missiles with operational ranges of 4,500 kilometers and much greater maximum
ranges.41
Such a range increase could greatly increasethe surprise attack threat posed by
cruise missiles. Bomberscould launch ALCMs undetectedfrom great standoff ranges.
Similarly, submarines would no longer have to be closeto US or CIS shores to strike
deep within either country. Further, such a range increase would allow much more
maneuvering in order to exploit gaps in air surveillance systems.
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ResearchSpurred by Cruise Missiles,. Aviation Weekand SpaceTechnology104,4, 26
January 1976,pp.III-113.:::.;a
29. The ALCM-B does not use this fuel becauseits low freezing temperature, high
low-temperature viscosity,and low volatility make it unsuitable for use in the very cold
environment that would often be involved in strategic bomberoperations.The ALCMB usesa high-energy fuel known as JP-9,which has mass and energy densities similar

to RJ-4.
!

30. DeMeis,"Designing a Cruise Missile.. It is unclear to what variant of the Tomahawk this statement applies. However,since a 200 kilometer increase in the range of
the conventionalland attack (from 1,100kilometers to 1,300kilometers) representsan
18 percent increase,whereas for the nuclear Tomahawk(2,300 kilometers to 2,500
kilometers) it is an 8.7 percentincrease,it appearslikely that this statementapplies to
the nuclear version. The use of RJ-4 actually decreasesthe SFC relative to JP-5
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becauseit has less energy per unit weight. However,RJ-4is denser,and therefore has
more energy per unit volume. Since the Tomahawk'sfuel capacity is volume limited,
not weight limited, it pays to use a denserfuel.
31. DeMeis,"Designinga Cruise Missile," p.112.
32. This may have beenthe fuel mentioned as having beenrejected as being too dangerous in the preceding sentence,since RJ-5 was apparently given serious consideration for use in the Tomahawkand is derived from an insecticide.
33. Boron slurry could have a heating value 88 percentgreater than RJ-4 (although it
is said to leave an undesirable exhaust residue). However,even though carbon slurry
has a smaller heating value (heating value 27 percent greater than RJ-4) it is said to
appear more promising than boron slurry. Nicolai, "A Perspective on the Requirements," p.3.
34. Bill Sweetmanand Brian Wanstall, "Missile PropulsionOptions Increase,"Interavia 44, 8, September1989,pp.912-916.
35. This new engineis to be used in conventionalland-attack Tomahawksconstructed
under the Block III improvement program, due to begin in fiscal year 1991. Norman
Friedman, World Naval WeaponsSystems1991/92 (Annapolis, Maryland: US Naval
Institute Press,1991),p.122.
36. W. Douglas Hoy, "Long-Range Subsonic Cruise Missile Propulsion Performance
Design," AIM Paper No. 89-2474, AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE
25th Joint Propulsion
Conference, Monterey, California, 10-12 July 1989.

37. R. Pampreen,"Engine Studies for Future SubsonicCruise Missiles," AIM Paper
No. 86-1547,AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 22nd Joint Propulsion Conference,16-18 June
1986, Huntsville, Alabama. This paper also concludedthat a recuperative turbofan
could improve the SFC by up to an additional 13 percent, but that this improvement
was canceledout by lost fuel volume due to the larger size of the engine.
38. Breck W. Henderson, "Propfan Engine May Be Suitable for Next Generation
Cruise Missile," Aviation Weekand Space Technology136, 1, 6 January 1992,
pp.62-63; Sweetman and Wanstall, "Missile Propulsion Options Increase," p.913. A
propfan is basically an unducted turbofan, where the fan blades are on the outside of
the engine cowling, thereby in effectachievingvery high bypassratios.
39. "Boeing Studies Long-RangePropfan-PoweredALCM," Aviation Weekand Space
Technology129, 8, 22 August 1988; Hoy, "Long-RangeSubsonicMissile Propulsion,"
p.2; Sweetmanand Wanstall, "Missile PropulsionOptionsIncrease,"p.913.
40. However, with the cancellation of the Long-RangeConventional Cruise Missile
Program, the US does not appear to have an ongoing program to developsuch a missile.
41. Becausesuchmissiles are likely to be launchedat large standoff ranges,they may
be able to fly a substantial part of their mission at high altitudes, which would substantially increasetheir operationalrange.Also note that suchrangescould make possible the deploymentof a long-rangeground-launchedcruise missile, which would not
be limited by the INF treaty if its range exceeded5,500kilometers.
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Appendix

B: Over-the-horizon

(OTH) Radars And Cruise Missile

Detection
This appendix will assessthe OTH-B radar system'scruise missile detectioncapabilities and will briefly considerthe prospectsfor improved future OTH systems.
OTH radars overcomethe limits of line-of-sight detection by exploiting reflection
by ionospheric electrons to "bounce" radar energy off the ionosphere to targets far
beyondthe horizon. Someof the radar energy scatteredoff the target then returns to
the radar via the sameionosphericreflection mechanism.l
The effectivenessof an ionosphericlayer in reflecting a radar wave dependson the
frequencyof the radar wave and its angle of incidenceto the ionosphericlayer, and on
the electron density of the layer. The greater the electrondensity or angle of incidence,
the higher the frequency of the radar wave that can be reflected. The frequencies at
which OTH radars can operateare determined by the nature of the ionosphereand lie
in the HF frequencyband from 3 to 30 megahertz.
While the ionosphereis an extremely dynamic and complex environment, some
generalizations about its nature can be made. Becausethe ionosphericelectrons are
primarily due to solar activity, electrondensities are much higher during the day than
at night. Thus OTH radars will generally operateat higher frequenciesduring the day
than at night. Similarly, the ionosphericelectron density,and therefore the frequencies
which can be used, will also be higher during periods of high solar activity (for example, during the peak of the 11 year solar cycle).The characteristics of the ionosphere
also vary with the seasonsand with the locationof the radar as well as the direction in
which it is looking. OTH operationis generally not possiblewhen looking into areasof
auroral activity, suchas overthe north magnetic pole.2
Other important OTH parameters, such as propagationlossesand noise levels,
also undergolarge variations with season,time of day,solar activity, radar locationand
orientation, and other factors. OTH radars can suffer significant propagationlosses
due to ionosphericabsorption.This absorption will generallybe higher during the day
than at night. Unlike radars operating at higher frequencies,the primary noise
sourcesfor OTH radars are external ones, such as cosmic noise,man-madeinterference,and lightning. Noise from lightning and other atmospheric effects tends to be
greater at lower frequencies,at night, and during the summer.
The constantly changingnature of the ionosphererequires that it be continually
monitored so that the OTH operating parameterscan be adjusted to suit the changing
conditions.The operating frequencymust be adjustednot only to obtain pr~agation to
a specified range, but also to avoid frequenciesbeing used by other users. Even with
such adjustments,there will be times when the ionosphereis too disturbed to permit
operation.4
Maximum detection ranges of about 4,000 kilometers are possible with a single
bounce off the ionosphere; however, in actual practice, the maximum achievable range

-~

1

is usually limited to about 3,300kilometers. Longerranges are possibleby employing
multiple bouncesoff the ionosphere,however,this approachis unlikely to be useful for
detecting low RCS targets and will not be consideredhere. In addition, OTH radars
generally have a minimum detectionrange as well, which can vary from about 500 to
more than 1,000kilometers.5
The long wavelengths (1~0 meters) used by OTH radars require very large
antennasif reasonablynarrow beamwidths are to be obtained,and the long detection
ranges require very high average powers, typically, 0.1-1 megawatts. Thus OTH
radars tend to be very large facilities which are expensiveto construct.6However,they
compensatefor this by being able to coverenormousamountsof territory, typically 4 to
5 million km2 for a single GOo-widesurveillance sector! Other than space-based
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radars, no other type of radar canprovide coverageof suchbroad areas.
The United States currently has two major OTH programs under way, the Air
Force'sOTH-B system and the Navy's relocatable OTH radar (ROTHR)system.8We
will focuson the Air Force system,since it is a more powerful systemintended for strategic surveillance of the US perimeter,whereasthe Navy systemis intended primarily
for tactical missions.9The $2.6 billion OTH-B systemwas to be deployedat four sites:
on the east coastin Maine, on the west coastnear the California-Oregon border,in the
central United States (facing south), and in Alaska. Severalradars were to be at each
site, eachcovering a different 600-wide sector,giving a total of 12 sectors.l0As of early
1991ithe east coast site was operational and the west coast site was nearing completion, 1 although as discussedin the main text, it now appearsunlikely that the system
will everbe completed.
Someof the parameters of the US OTH-B system are listed in table B-1. Each
OTH-B sector has a separatereceive and transmit antenna, typically separated by
about 100-200 kilometers. Each transmit antenna actually comprises six separate
antennas,eachtransmitting overa different band of frequencies,with a total length of
about 1,110meters (3,630feet). The effective radiated ~wer (the product of the average powerand the transmit gain12)is "up to 108watts." 3The azimuth transmit beamwidth is about 7.5°. The receive antenna for the east coast system is about 1,520
meters (5,000 feet) in length, and is used to form four simultaneous overlapping
receivebeams,each 2.750wide. Togetherthese receivebeams covera total azimuth of
7.50and an area up to 925kilometers in depth. The total surveillance area of eachsector, covering 60° in azimuth and ranges of between 925 and 3,330 kilometers, is then
covered by stepping the beam sequentially.Thus a total of about 24 steps would be
required to scanthe entire surveillancearea once.14
OTH radars illuminate very large areas of the earth's surface,resulting in large
clutter backgrounds that must be rejected in order to detecttargets. As with the other
types of radars, this is done by Doppler ~rocessing.However,since the low radar frequencies result in small Doppler shifts, 5 integration times much longer that those
typically used for line-of-sight radars are required.16Typical integration times for aircraft are of the order of 1-10 seconds.17
Along coherentintegration time is also desirable in order to increasethe signal-tonoise ratio (SIN). However,long integration times lead to low searchrates. Assuming
that 24 steps are required to coveran entire OTH surveillance sector,then an integration time of 1 secondleads to a scantime of 24 seconds,and an integration time of 10
secondsto a scantime of 4 minutes.
We can make a simple estimateof the ability of the OTH-B systemto detectcruise
missiles by using the OTH radar equation. This calculation also serves to illustrate
someof the differences betweenOTH and other, more familiar, types of radars. The
OTH radar equation canbe written as:
S
-=

N

where:
P = average power
Gt = transmit gain
Gr = receive gain
t = integration time
)..= radar wavelength

PGtGrt)..2a

(41t)3R'(k7')NLpLs

(B-1)
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Table B-1: US AN/FPS-118 OTH-B systemO

Frequency
Minimum

range
range

Maximum
Range

925 kilometers

range

segment

Azimuth

5-28 megahertz

3,330 kilometers
length

coverage

6()° per sector

Transmit antenna
Six separate

925 kilometers

length

antennas

1,106 meters
Band A : 5.0 -6.74
Band B : 6.74-

Transmit power
Effective

Transmit azimuth

power
beamwidth

Waveform

l

'

Band C : 9.09-12.25

megahertz

Band D : 12.25-16.50

megahertz

Band E : 16.50-22.25

megahertz

Band F : 22.25-22.25

megahertz

1 MW (12100

radiated

repetition

Waveform

bandwidths

Receive

antenna

Receive

beamwidth

frequencies

kilowatt

7.5°
wave/frequency

(east coast)

modulated

20, 30, 45, 6() hertz
2.5,5,10,50,100

length

transmitters)

up to 108 watts

Continuous

Waveform

megahertz

9.09 megahertz

1,518 meters

hertz
(east coast)

2.75° (four parallel,

covering

7.5°)

a.
Kemeth J Stein. 'Backscatter Radar Unit Enters Productk>n Phase: Aviation Week and Space Technology 177 7. 16
August 1982. pp 6&-77; Chris Bulloch. 'Beyond the For Horizon: USAF'siorM:>sphereBouncing Radcx Finoly Ready ToGo: hte,.
ovia 37, 12. December 1982. pp.1302-1304; 'New Radar k'1SIalations Promise ~Degree
Air Defense Perrneter: Aviation
Week and Space Technology 123: 23. 9 December 1985. p.55;,Ramon L~z.
'The USA Builds Its OTH-B Radar Barrier: Inter.
oviD. 42. 4, April. 1987. pp.334-335, General Electric Company, OTH-BERS. no date.

".,
0' = target radar cross section
R = target range
kT = Boltzmann's constant times room temperature
N = noise due to environment (in units of k7')
Lp = propagation losses
Ls = system losses.
Some of the parameters appearing in this equation are characteristics of the radar
itself and are known or can be estimated. We will take the effective radiated power,
POt, to be 108 W (= 80 decibels re 1 W)18and the receive gain to be 30 decibels.19 It has
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been said that it is generally not cost-effectiveto attempt to reducethe systemlossesof
an OTH radar below about 10 decibels;20
we will optimistically take Ls = 7 decibels.
The integration time t is also (within limits set by the ionosphere)under the control of the radar operator.An integration time of about1 secondis typical when searching for targets such as large airplanes, and we will use this in estimating the
performanceof the radar against a bombertarget. For low RCS targets suchas cruise
missiles, a longer integration time may be needed,and we will use t = 10 secondsin
evaluating the detectionperformanceagainstcruise missiles. Longer integration times
could be used at the penalty of reduced searchrates (thus probably requiring a higher
probability of detection) or areas, or if there were information indicating the possible
presenceof a target in a given area.
We will considertwo targets, a Tomahawk-likecruise missile21and a bomber-sized
aircraft, both of which are assumedto be moving directly towards the radar. The RCS
for both targets is frequencydependent,and the RCS versus frequencyvalues usedare
illustrated in figure 3 of the main text.22 For both targets, a multi path RCS enhancement of6 decibelsis also assumedto occur.23
The other radar equation parameters,suchas wavelength, noise level, and propagation lossesare not directly under the radar operator'scontrol. For a given range,the
ionosphericconditions will determine the required frequency.The propagationlosses24
and noise similarly dependnot only on ionosphericconditions but also on the operating
frequency.It is not possible to assign a single value or evena single functional dependenceto eachof these parameters,as they vary on a diurnal, seasonal,and solar cyclical basis,as well with the location and orientation of the radar.
Headrick25has compiled a set of charts that provide the operating wavelength,
noise power, and propagation lossesas a function of ground range for both day and
night, and low and high solar activity, for eachof four typical months (January,April,
July, and October).These charts were used to determine A, N, and R4Lpas functions of
ground range.
Substituting all of these factors into the OTH radar equation gives the results
shown in figure 5 of the main text and in figure B-1, which showsthe signal-to-noise
ratio for a Tomahawk-like cruise missile for four different months, both day and night
and for both low (sunspot number [SSN] = 10)and high (SSN = 100)levels of solar
activity. A dashedline is drawn at SIN = 4 (6 decibels)as an estimate of the minimum
SIN level required for detection by forming tracks.26This figure suggeststhat while
the OTH-B system may be capable of detecting cruise missiles during the day, it
appears to have little capability against them at night and in somecircumstancesfalls
short by more than two orders of magnitude.27This poor nighttime performance
results from the lower frequenciesthat must be used at night.28Theselow frequencies
result in a greatly decreasedcruise missile RCS as well as in an increase in external1
noise.
We canalso make a simple estimateof the clutter rejection requirementsfor cruise
mis~ile detection. Clutter is a potentially more ~eri.ousproble~ for .OTH than for l~neof-sIght radars becausethe degreeof clutter rejectIon that WIll ultImately be possIble
may be limited by ionospheric effectsrather than by equipmentlimitations. The OTHB systemhas a maximum bandwidth of 100kilohertz, correspondingto a range resolution of 1.5 kilometers.29Using an OTH-B receive beamwidth of 2.50and considering
detection over the sea (with an effective RCS clutter densitrO of -18 decibels),we
obtain the signal-to-clutter ratios (SIC) shownin figure B-2 for the cruise missile and
bombertargets for the month of October.Assuming that the signal must be 6 decibels
greater than the clutter for detection,then clutter rejection capabilities of order 30-50
decibelsare required for bomberdetectionand 55-85 decibelsfor cruise missile detection (see figure B-2). The clutter rejection requirements for bomber detection are
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clearly within the realm of what is currently achievable. However, it is unclear (as data
on the ultimate clutter rejection capabilities of OTH radars is not publicly available) if
adequate clutter rejection is available for cruise missiles, particularly at night.31
OTH radars attempting to detect cruise missiles may also face a serious falsealarm problem. Such false alarms can arise from multipath propagation that causes a
target to appear in more than one range cell, from scattering off meteor trails, and
from scattering due to ionospheric disturbances. This can be a particularly serious
problem for a long-range early-warning sensor, where confirmation offalse alarms may
be difficult.32

OTH-B Evaluation

and Technical

Prospects for Future OTH Systems

The OTH-B system, if completed, would, together with the North Warning System,
provide complete coverage of the air approaches to North America for bomber-sized tar-
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gets. It does not, however,appear to be capableof providing a reliable detectioncapability against a small-scale cruise missile attack. The estimates made here suggest
that while the OTH-B systemwould be able to detectcruise missiles under favorable
circumstances,it would not be able to do so during the significant fraction of the time
when operating conditionsare unfavorable,primarily at night, and especiallyat night
during periodsof low solar activity. A cruise missile surprise attack could be planned to
exploit these times since they are predictable in advance.
Nevertheless,OTH radars provide a relatively inexpensivemeans of monitoring
large areas,and the completionof the OTH-B systemmay be justifiable simply for the
basic air surveillance capability it provides against airplanes. In addition, a complete
OTH-B systemcould contribute to warning of cruise missile attacks during the daytime, could detectALCM-carrying bomberseven at night, and even at night might contribute enoughuncertainty aboutthe possibility of detectionto contribute to deterring
a small-scalecruise missile attack. Further, the systemcould also be upgraded to provide an improved capability against cruise missiles. However,it appears that it would
be both very difficult and expensiveto upgrade the OTH-B system enough to provide
continuous,highly reliable warning of cruise missilesbecausethe shortfall in detection
performanceis as large as two to three orders of magnitude in somesituations.
The decisionnot to completethe OTH-B systemand to partially or completelyshut
down the completedradars leaves much of the US perimeter with essentially no air
surveillance coverageagainst low-flying cruise missiles. Altho~h deactivated OTH-B
radar sites could be reactivated in about six months if needed, attempting to operate
a recently reactivated systemduring a crisis might generatedangerousfalse alarms.
The Navy's planned nine sector Relocatable-Over-the-Horizon
Radar system could to
some extent replacethe OTH-B system,dependingon how many sectorsare built and
where they are eventually located.34However,the ROTHR will be no more capable,
and will probablybe less capable,againstcruise missiles than the OTH-B. Further, the
ROTHR systemis not designedto be integrated into the overall NORAD air surveillance system.35
A more advancedand powerful OTH radar is still a possible solution to the cruise
missile warning problem. This approachmight be particularly attractive becausethe
long wavelengths used by OTH radars will make it difficult to reduce cruise missile
RCS values via stealth techniques.36
Thus an OTH systemdesignerwill probablyface
a constant, albeit small, cruise missile radar cross sectionrather than the continually
shrinking RCSvalues confronting designersof systemsthat operateat higher frequencies. However,the analysis here suggeststhat an improvement in the SIN of at least
two to three orders of magnitude will be needed,and improvements in SIC may be
neededas well, if highly reliable cruise missile detectionis to be possible.
Improvements in OTH performancecould be achievedin a number of ways. The,
average transmit powercould be increased,the length of the receiveantenna could be
increased,and the numberof simultaneousreceivebeamssignificantly enlarged.A significant, although likely expensive,improvement would be the use of a two dimensiGnalreceive antenna array.37The improved understanding of the ionosphereand
OTH operations that further researchin this area would provide would also play an
important role in improving OTH performance.
Taken together, it is not implausible that these improvementscould producean
OTH systemcapableof reliably detecting small numbers of cruise missiles. However,
continued researchand developmentand, in particular, field testing will be required to
establish whether this is feasible. Such a system is likely to be considerablymore
costly than the original $2.6 billion OTH-B system,and its ultimate technical feasibility is still unclear.
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1. Someuseful generalreferenceson OTH radars include: J.M. Headrick,"HF Overthe-Horizon Radar," in Merrill I. Skolnik, ed., Radar Handbook,2nd edition (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1990); Gary R. Nelson and George H. Millman, "HF Sky-Wave
Backscatter Radar for Over-the-HorizonDetection,"lEE Radar Conference1982(London: Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1982),pp.97-100; W. Fenster,"The Application, Design, and Performance of Over-the-Horizon Radars," lEE International
ConferenceRadar-77 (London: Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1977) pp.36-40;
James M. Headrick and Merrill I. Skolnik, "Over-the-HorizonRadar in the HF Band,"
Proceedings of the IEEE 62, 6, June 1974,pp.6~73; E.D.R. Shearman,"Over-theHorizon Radar," in M.J.B. Scanlon,ed., Modem Radar Techniques(New York: Macmillan, 1987).Discussionsmay also befound in somegeneral radar references,suchas
chapter 14of Merrill I. Skolnik, Introduction to Radar Systems,2nd edition (NewYork:
McGraw-Hill, 1980).
2. In regions of auroral activity, magnetic-field-aligned tubes of ionization are in
rapid motion. Thus reflectionsoff these ionization tubes have a large spectralwidth, so
that Doppler techniques cannot be used to separatemoving targets from this auroral
clutter. See Shearman,"Over-the-HorizonRadar,"pp.224-225.
3. The HF frequencyband is crowdedwith a variety of civilian users. Not only could
these noise sourcesdegradeOTH effectivenessbut OTH radars are often required to
operate in such a way that they do not interfere with other users. Thus OTH radars
must monitor the HF frequencyband to locate clear regions of the spectrum for use.
Narrow operating bandwidths help in this regard, but result in poorrange resolution.
Thus OTH radars have to make a trade-off betweenthe lower noise level provided by a
narrow bandwidth versus the poorer range resolution (and hence increasedsurface
clutter) that it provides.
4. Fenster says detectionperformanceis limited by propagationoutageswhich occur
approximately 5 percent of the time; see Fenster, "Application, Design, and Performance,"p.38. On the other hand, Headricksays greatly inferior performancewill occur
only a few hours per year; seeHeadrick,"HF Over-the-HorizonRadar,"p.24.27.
5. This minimum range results from practical radars having a minimum operating
frequencyand from the radars' antennasbeing designedto transmit or receive only at
low elevation angles.
6. The complete12 sectorOTH-B program was to have cost $2.6 billion, or roughly
$215 million per sector,including RDT&E costs.
7. For example,it has beenestimatedthat OTH radars that are currently under construction or have been proposedfor the United States (12 OTH-B sectors,9 ROTHR
sectors)would cover 20 percent of the earth's surface. David Hughes,"Navy Installs
ROTHR System in Alaska to Protect Battle Groups in Pacific," Aviation Weekand
SpaceTechnology131, 22, 27 November1989,pp.6~0.
8. US General Accounting Office, Over-tke-Horizon Radar: Better Justification
Neededfor DoD Systems'Expansion,GAO/NSIAD-91-61(WashingtonDC: US General
Accounting Office,1991).
9. For a description of the Navy system, see Hughes, "Navy Installs ROTHR System." The Air Force'sOTH-B systemhas roughly five times the transmit power of the
Navy ROTHR, however,the ROTHR likely has superior clutter rejection capabilities
becauseit forms narrower receivebeams (sixteen0.50beams for ROTHR versus four
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2.750beams for OTH-B).
10. Three sectorson the east coast,three on the west coast,two in Alaska, and two to
four for the central system.
11. At least one of the west coast sectors has been used to track targets in a demonstration mode. George Leopold, "Over-the-Horizon Radar Successfully Tracks Targets,.
Defense News 5,2,8 January 1990, p.15.

12. The transmit gain is a measureof the ability of an antenna to focusemitted radiation in a given direction. It is given by the ratio of the maximum power per area produced by the antenna to that which would be produced if the antenna radiated
isotropically.
13. Chris Bulloch, "Beyond the Far Horizon: USAF's Ionosphere-BouncingRadar
Finally Set to Go,. Interavia 37, 12,December1982,pp.1302-1304.This figure applied
to the experimental radar system(ERS),which had a shorter total antenna length (690
meters) than the operational OTH-B radar (1,110meters). However,the increase in
total length of the antenna is due to the addition of two segmentsto extend the range
of operating frequencies from the 6.7-22.3 megahertzrange used by the ERS to the
5-28 megahertzfrequencyrange used by the operationalsystem.
14. That is, 600n .50 = 8 azimuth steps in each of three 930 kilometer range sectors
covering the total range of 930-3,330 kilometers.

15. For example, a cruise missile with a radial velocity of 900 km/hr (250 mlsec)
would producea Doppler shift of only 25 hertz at a frequencyof 15megahertz.
16.
This is because
gration
time.

the

Doppler

resolution

is roughly

equal

to the inverse

of the inte-

17. The upper limit on integration time is imposed by the ionosphere and can vary
from 25-50 seconds up to about 200 seconds depending on the ionospheric conditions
and the ionospheric layer used. Joseph W. Maresca and James R. Barnum, "Theoretical
Limitation of the Sea on the Detection of Low Doppler Targets by Over-the-Horizon
Radar,. IEEE 1ransactions on Antennas and Propagation AP-30, 5, September 1982,
pp.837-845.

18. As the OTH-B has an average power of about 1 megawatt (12 transmitters,
90-100 kilowatts each),and an effectiveradiated power(the product of averagepower
and transmit gain) of about 100 megawatts,its transmit gain must be about 20 decibels, a typical figure for a large OTH radar.~
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19. An OTH radar recei,:,e antenna generally has a greater gai~ than its .tra~sI?it
antenna. The OTH-B receIve antenna length of 4,980 feet (1.52 kilometers) IS sIgmfi-

cantly less than that of the WARF OTH radar in California, which is 2.55 kilometers
long and has a gain of about 30 decibels.Taylor W. Washburn,Lawrence E. Sweeneny,
Jr., James R. Barnum, and Walter B. Zavoli, "Developmentof HF Skywave Radar for
RemoteSensingApplications,. in Special Thpicsin HF Propagation,AGARD Conference ProceedingsNo. 263 (Neuilly-Sur-Seine,France: Advisory Group for Aerospace
Researchand Development,1979).Thus the assumptionof a receive gain of 30 decibels
is likely to be optimistic for this radar.
20. Nelsonand Millman, "HF Sky-WaveBackscatterRadar,.p.98.
21. Both the SS-N-21 SLCM and the AS-15ALCM appear tobe somewhatlonger than
the Tomahawk.An upper limit on their length is probably about 7 meters. For the orientation consideredhere, this would give an RCS about 2.5 times (4 decibels)greater
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than that of the Tomahawk, based on modeling the missile bodies as prolate spheroids.
j
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22. Unlike many types of airplanes, where the wings and fuselage have comparable
~mensions, current long-~an~e cruise missiles ~ave very s~al~ wings. The crui~ missIle RCS at OTH frequencIes IS therefore very highly polanzatlon dependent, wIth the
maximum RCS occurring when the electric field of the incoming radar wave is aligned
with the cruise missile fuselage. In the case considered here, the cruise missile is
assumed to be heading directly towards the radar, with the radar energy coming in
from 30 degrees above the local horizontal. Thus a vertically polarized beam (at the
transmitter) would give a greater RCS than a horizontally polarized one. However, as
the polarization will undergo rotation as it passes through the ionosphere, the polarization at the target cannot be directly controlled by the radar. Thus the cruise missile
RCS will fluctuate between an upper limit (vertical polarization) and a lower limit
(horizontal polarization).
23. Headrick, "HF Over-the-Horizon Radar," p.24.26. This factor is not included in figure3.
24. Propagation losses are generally of more importance to OTH radars than to lineof-sight radars (at least to ones operating below about 10 gigahertz). There are several
sources of propagation losses, including ionospheric absorption, ionospheric attenuation, and ionospheric defocusing. In addition, as most OTH radar antennas are linearly
polarized, and the ionosphere causes a polarization rotation, there can be a loss due to
polarization mismatch at the receiver.
25. Headrick, "HF Over-the-Horizon Radar," pp.24.28-24.35. Headrick states that:
"The analyses were made for a radar off the mid-Atlantic coast of the United States
and should be a good approximation for any location where transmission paths are
through the middle magnetic latitudes."
26. This is a rough estimate of this lower limit, based on Toomay's observation that
"...a radar is essentially ineffective when Pd < 0.5 and Pfa > 0.01. This situation occurs
at SIN = 6 decibels" (J.C. Toomay, Radar Principles for the Non-Specialist, 2nd edition
[New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1989] p.112). P d is the probability of detection and
Pfa is the probability of false alarm. This is probably an optimistic estimate for the
radar.
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27. However, it is important to bear in mind that the uncertainties involved in estimating the performance of an OTH radar can be very great. In particular, our estimates were based on a model which was for one particular location and orientation.
Headrick's performance estimating curves are for a site in Maryland, near the Chesapeake bay, looking directly east. Headrick says that these curves should give a good
approximation to the performance of a radar which transmits through the middle magnetic latitudes (Headrick, "HF Over-the-Horizon Radar, p.24.26) but it is possible that
a careful choice of sites might produce a significant improvement in performance. The
Air Force has stated that the location of the central US OTH-B site had been chosen to
maximize the radar's ability to operate above 15 megahertz (US House of RepresentaDepartment of Defense Appropriations for 1989, part 6, p.562).
28. In Congressional testimony, the Air Force reported that the OTH-B system had
good capability to detect cruise missiles when it could O~Tate at fTequenC\esaoove 1.~
megahertz (US House of Representatives, Department of Defense Appropriations for
1989, part 6, p.562). However, Headrick's charts show that the nighttime operating frequency will generally be well below 15 megahertz, although it may sometimes reach or
exceed this value near the radar's maximum range (Headrick, "HF Over-the-Horizon

Long-range Nuclear Cruise Missilesand Stability

Radar,"pp.24.28-24.35).
29. The range resolution must be multiplied by sec9,where 9 is the grazing angle of
the radar wave to the surface, in order to determine the range extent of the illuminated surface area. In this calculation,this term is neglectedin computing the resolution cell size, as this effectis at most about0.6 decibels.The radar wavelengthand R4
terms in this computationare from Headrick's charts (Headrick,"HF Over-the-Horizon
Radar,"pp.24.28-24.35).
30. The RCS of a clutter-producing surface can be describedas a dimensionlessclutter density. Thus a typical sea surface clutter density of -18 decibelsmeans that, on
average,eachsquare meter of the oceansurfacehas an RCSof 0.016m2.
31. Headrick shows an example in which the clutter level at frequenciesaway from
the clutter peak lies 80-00 decibelsbelowthe level of the clutter peak, which suggests
that detection may be possible, at least under some circumstances (Headrick, "HF
Over-the-HorizonRadar,"pp.24.36-24.37).
32. In a 1978 experiment, the WARF OTH radar in California was used to monitor
trans-Pacific airliner flights over a 24 hour period. A total of 50 out of 59 flights were
detected,even though the averagepowerof the WARF radar is only about one twentieth that of the OTH-B system. However,there were also four instancesof detections
being declaredwhere no actual target existed.The reasonsfor thesefalse alarms were
listed as: 1. multi path plus operatoroverload;2. radar hardware fault; 3. meteorsplus
spread-Dopplerclutter; 4. causeunknown. W.B. Zavoli, T.W. Washburn,and D. Westover, ThJenty-Four Hour Continuous Aircraft Surveillance at WARli; April 1978, SRI
International, Technical Report 42, October 1972.
33. "USAF Weighs Plan for Limited OTH-B Operations in Maine," Aviation Weekand
Space Thchnology 134, 17, 29 April 1991; p.69.
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34. So far four ROTHR sites have beenannounced:Virginia (looking towards the Caribbean), Alaska, Guam, and Great Britain. US GeneralAccounting Office, Over-theHorizon Radat; p.2.
35. US GeneralAccounting Office,Over-the-HorizonRadar,p.23.
36. The primary techniques for reducing the RCS of an aircraft are the use of radar
absorbingmaterials and the shapingof the aircraft to direct the scatteredradar energy
away from the transmitting radar. Both techniquesbecomeineffective at OTH wavelengths (10-60 meters), becausethe wavelength is much larger than the size of the
shapedfeatures or absorbinglayers. However,active cancellationtechniquesmight be
a concernat these low frequencies.
37. Such a two-dimensional array would allow the use of multiple, narrow elevation
receivebeams. This would both improve SIN by increasing receiver gain and improve
SIC by reducing the size of the earth's surfaceilluminated by the receivebeam.
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